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Day’s contents

Description of what Week 3 will be about

Usability: What do we evaluate when we evaluate IX?

Research designs for evaluations of interactions
What are the different types of methods
How interactive prototypes can be used in evaluations
What users to recruit to studies and how many?

Revisit of this week’s task
Installation instructions for Adobe XD, Axure and InVision
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What week 3 will be about
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Task (updated!): Design the best-that-
you-can interaction for the IxD challenge

Steps:
1. Write a use scenario. The scenario must contain both 1) a 

description of the situation where the user is, and 2) description of 
the task that the user would do with your product in that situation. 

2. As a continuation from this scenario, sketch/design a detailed
interaction path that includes the task that you presented in the
scenario. Make your best to design an extremely good UX.

3. Use ”silver bullets”: Search for design patterns, study reference
designs, apply heuristic guidelines, etc. 

4. Go back and forth between steps 2 and 3 as you learn more.
5. Install all the design softwares and study them to find out which

one of them suits best for prototyping your IX path design.
6. Create an interactive prototype for the interaction path. Aim for an 

authentic experience of using an actual product.
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Deliverables on week 3 (updated)

Annotated portfolio:
1. slide: Your user scenario from step 1. Make it such that you could read that
aloud to a user to instruct them in a usability study.
2. slide: The interaction path of your design, with screenshots and labelled
arrows etc that describes the interactions. Add annotations to clarify
animations, sounds, etc. That cannot be communicated with visuals

Friday’s presentaitons:
Live demo of your 1) use scenario, as if you would read it to a user in the
usability study, 2) demo of your interactive prototype that illustrates the right
solution to the user’s task

Personal deliverable: 
As before

Sneak preview to week 4:
You will 1) create a ”baseline design” for the task using standard design
patterns etc. and 2) you will conduct a comparative usability evaluation to 
findin out which design is better.
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Usability and user experience (UX)
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“Man destroys computer”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtTUsOKjWyQ

Avoiding frustration and ensuring satisfying computer use



Three aspects of usability

ISO-9241 Hornbæk Definition

Effectiveness Outcome The right thing can be carried out

Efficiency Interaction 
process

Interaction is easy and fast

Satisfaction 
(UX)

Users' attitudes 
and experiences

Task provides a positive 
experience
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ISO (1998). Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs)-Part 11: 
guidance on usability—Part 11: guidance on usability (ISO 9241-11:1998).
Hornbæk, K. (2006). Current practice in measuring usability: Challenges to usability studies and 
research. International Journal of Human–Computer Studies, 64(2), p. 96.



Plan for UCD

Specify context of 
use

Specify system 
requirements

Produce design 
solutions

E.g. prototyping

Evaluate designs

User-centred design (UCD) process

ISO 13407: “Human-centred design processes for interactive systems”

Usability 
evaluation



Why should we evaluate
the IX?
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UI designed 
without 
critical 

thinking

UI with 
heuristics

kept in mind 
during design

UI after a 
heuristic 

evaluation

UI after a 
usability 

evaluation 
with users

number 
of 

usability 
problems



Quick tour on different
evaluation methods
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Introspective evaluation

Designer’s subjective assessment on whether they like
what they have created

Related to framing and back-talk

May be essential in designing unique experiences
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Heuristic evaluation (= without users)

= the design is evaluated against design heuristics
Norman, Nielsen, Shneiderman,…
Violations against the heuristics are written down and prioritised

How it is organised:
Designer carries the evaluation alone

or
The analysis is performed by a team

Benefit:
Cheap and fast method, should be used in every IX design project
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Empirical evaluations (= with users)

Usability evaluations
Are controlled, lab-like studies

In-the wild studies
Are evaluations of a prototype in users’ everyday life
Require a highly functional, robust prototype
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Usability evaluation

Controlled scenario-driven test:
1. Write realistic task scenarios for 

the features that need evaluation
2. Create mockup materials that 

make the unfinished system feel 
real

3. Present the scenario for the 
participant and ask him/her carry 
out the tasks.

4. Record with video
5. Repeat with more participants 

until findings saturate

Photo: CodeSyntax usability lab by garaolaza, http://www.argazkiak.org/photo/codesyntax-usability-lab/size/l/. 
Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported

http://www.argazkiak.org/photo/codesyntax-usability-lab/size/l/


Think aloud method

Origins in psychological research on problem-solving and 
creativity*
Encourage the users to talk aloud:

What they are trying to do
What they are thinking

Thinking aloud is not natural to many people
A demonstration by the moderator and a practice task are needed 
to give the user an idea on what is expected
Remember to remind the user politely (“Can you tell what you are 
now thinking?”)

Where can and can’t you use think-aloud?
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* E.g., Ericsson, K. A. (2006). Protocol analysis and expert thought: concurrent verbalizations of thinking during experts' 
performance on representatve task. In K. A. Ericsson, N. Charness, P. J. Feltovich, & R. R. Hoffman (Eds.), Cambridge 
Handbook of Expertise and Expert Performance, ch. 13 (pp. 223--242). Cambridge University Press. 



Role of prototypes in 
evaluations
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Which ones of these are prototypes?
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Physical mockup +
paper prototype

Physical mockup +
paper prototype

Visualization of a 
parametric model

Functional 
prototype

“Wizard of Oz” 
prototype

https://hcde498processlog.wordpress.com/2015/05/11/wizar
d-of-oz-a-pen-that-corrects-you-when-you-write-off-line/

Interaction tech 
prototype

https://hcde498processlog.wordpress.com/2015/05/11/wizard-of-oz-a-pen-that-corrects-you-when-you-write-off-line/


Definition

“Prototyping is an activity with the purpose of 
creating a manifestation that, in its simplest 
form, filters the qualities in which designers 
are interested, without distorting the 
understanding of the whole.”

Lim et al. (2008). ACM Transactions on Computer-Human 
Interaction, Vol. 15, No. 2, Article 7. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762
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https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762


Purposes for prototyping

Exploration of a design space
Interaction possibilities
Technological possibilities
Organizational and infrastructural constraints

Tool for evaluation with users 
In usability studies
Minimum viable products in the market

Communication with others
Concretization of a thinking process
Presentation to a client
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Different prototypes allow different explorations

21Lim et al. (2008) https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762

https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762


Research designs

= What are the types of empirical evaluations
that can be used?
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A simplistic view on usability tests 
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“Ask people to carry out tasks and observe their problems”

Which 
people?

Which 
tasks?

With what 
instructions?

Which 
problems in 
particular?

Observe 
how?

+ its problematizations



Exercise (10 min)

1. Write down your primary user story
2. Write down answers to the 5 questions
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Which people? Which 
tasks?

With what 
instructions?

Which problems 
in particular?

Observe 
how?



Open-ended vs. close-ended questions

Open-ended:
The space of possible answers is 
unlimited

Close-ended:
The answer can be only one
among predefined alternatives
that the researcher has specified
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Which one of the three design 
alternatives is best?

What design problems there
are in each alternative?

How each alternative can be
improved? 

Exercise: which question is open-ended, which one is close-ended?



Research questions and the methods that answer them

Research question (RQ) =
What you want to find out in the
evaluation

Method =
How you will find out the answer
to your RQ
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Which one of the three design 
alternatives is best?

What design problems there
are in each alternative?

How each alternative can be
improved? 

Carry out a comparative usability
evaluation and measure fluency, 
number of errors etc.

Make observations during the
evaluation about errors.

Ask suggestions from users

Exercise: which methods you can use to answer these RQs?



Comparative designs

Paper’s message:
Evaluations are better if
users can compare
several alternatives

This is why you will also
create 3 equally good
alternatives and then
evaluate them
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Tohidi et al. (2006). Getting the right design and the design right: Testing
many is better than one. https://doi.org/10.1145/1124772.1124960

https://doi.org/10.1145/1124772.1124960


Between-subjects and within-subjects designs
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J
Interface A

J
Interface B

Within-
subjects

All users evaluate all 
the design 
alternatives

J
Interface ABetween-

subjects
Each user evaluates 
only one design 
alternative

J
Interface B

(aka repeated 
measures)



Pros and cons of between- and within-
subjects designs

Within-subjects
Minimizes errors that 
result from users’ 
differences 
Learning effect: users 
learn to carry out Task B 
by carrying out Task A

Between-subjects
No learning effects
Needs more participants
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J
Interface A

J
Interface B

J Interface A

J Interface B

Hornbaek (2013), p. 321–322 

–

+ +
+



Minimizing the learning effect

Make different users evaluate the designs in different order
This spreads the learning effect uniformly

Example:
User 1: A B C
User 2: C A B ç Each pair repeats exactly 2 times
User 3: B C A

”Latin square” combinatorics

This will be needed in your project in Week 4
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Users

How many users do you need?
What users should you have in a study?
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How many users do you need?

Qualitative research:
Saturation of observations

Quantitative research:
Statistically significant 
differences

Volume of data

Number 
of 

findings

Point of saturation: When new data does 
not give you novel examples



Qualitative researchQuantitative research

Volume of data

Number 
of 

findings

Exercise: Which RQ is quantitative, 
which one is qualitative?

Which one of the three design 
alternatives is best?

What design problems there
are in each alternative?

How each alternative can be
improved? 



Qualitative researchQuantitative research

Volume of data

Number 
of 

findings

Exercise: Which RQ is quantitative, 
which one is qualitative?

Which one of the three design 
alternatives is best?

What design problems there
are in each alternative?

How each alternative can be
improved? 



What users should you have in a study?

Carefully consider who are your target users
Remember the PACT analysis
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Entire population in some country

Your target users

Young users Old users



Different recruitment methods + strategies

“Random sampling”
Each participant that you recruit has a known probability of being 
chosen for the study
Practically impossible in studies on humans

“Convenience sampling”
Studying people who you have a good access to (the typical method)

Choosing between heterogeneous vs homogeneous users
Homogeneous (users very similar): If you need “deep” findings
Heterogenous (users differ a lot): Generalizable but shallower findings

36

Your target users



Putting it all together
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Process for weeks 3 and 4

Week 3:
You will design 3 alternative designs as well as you can
You will create interactive prototypes for each of them
Lectures tell what you will do with the prototypes

Week 4:
Based on lectures on evaluations and user studies, you will
evaluate the 3 alternative designs
Evaluations tell you which one of them you will program in Week 5.
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Day’s contents

Description of what Week 3 will be about

Usability: What do we evaluate when we evaluate IX?

Research designs for evaluations of interactions
What are the different types of methods
How interactive prototypes can be used in evaluations
What users to recruit to studies and how many?

Revisit of this week’s task
Installation instructions for Adobe XD, Axure and InVision
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Installations

Adobe XD
Axure
InVision

=> See the slides in ”For Aalto users” area in MyCourses
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That’s it!

Remember this week’s task:

Design 3 alternative, competing interactive solutions
to your IX design challenge as well as you can

using one of the three design softwares.
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